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Abstract 
 

High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGRs) featuring particle fuel reached the 
stage of commercial deployment in the mid-1980s with the Fort St.Vrain and 
Thorium HochTemperatur Reaktor feeding electricity to the grids in the United 
States and West Germany, respectively. The technology was then adopted by Japan 
and China with the operation of the High Temperature Test Reactor in Oarai, Japan 
and the High Temperature Reactor (HTR-10) in China. The commercial reactors 
typical operated with an outlet coolant temperature of 750°C to 800°C. Increasing 
the outlet temperature of the HTGR to even higher temperatures above 900°C will 
improve the thermodynamic efficiency of the system and enable application of a new 
class of gas reactor, the very high temperature reactor, to provide process heat, 
electricity, and hydrogen to a broad range of industrial customers with the attendant 
benefits of improved energy security and reduced CO2 emissions. However, the 
increase in coolant outlet temperature presents a number of technical challenges 
associated with fuel, materials, power conversion, and analysis methods for the 
reactor and hydrogen production. The U.S. Department of Energy is sponsoring a 
broad program of research and development with a goal of addressing the technical 
challenges over a broad range of outlet temperatures as part of the Next Generation 
Nuclear Plant Project. This white paper summarizes the status of HTGR technology 
and describes the research and development activities that are currently underway to 
allow HTGRs to operate safely and economically at outlet temperatures of 750 to 
950°C. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
HTGRs featuring particle fuel reached the stage 

of commercial deployment in the mid-1980s with 
the Fort St. Vrain and Thorium HochTemperatur 
Reaktor (THTR) power plants feeding electricity to 
the grids in the United States and West Germany, 
respectively. Like all first-of-a-kind demonstrations 
of a major technology, these plants possessed some 
technical challenges that prevented them from 
operating long enough to generate a return on the 
investment. Along with other economic and political 
reasons, they were decommissioned before the end 

of their planned lives. Nonetheless, the basic 
technology was demonstrated and provided the 
starting point for a new generation of high 
temperature reactors that promise to expand nuclear 
energy beyond its traditional role in generating 
baseload electricity. Current technology can sustain 
a reactor outlet temperature (ROT) of around 750°C 
for many decades, high enough to drive a number of 
industrial processes not accessible to conventional 
light water reactors (LWRs), as shown in Figure 1. 

 



 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Reactor outlet temperatures vs. the temperatures required of various industrial processes. 

 
 

As HTGRs mature in the process heat market 
and provide a return on the investment, there will be 
an economic incentive to elevate the ROT. Higher 
temperatures translate into more megawatts to the 
grid or a more diversified industrial customer base. 
Although test and demonstration reactors have 
achieved outlet temperatures in excess of 900°C for 
short durations, the decades-long operation of a 
production plant is  still beyond the limits to which 
current technology is qualified.  The U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) is sponsoring a 
comprehensive program of research and 
development (R&D) with a goal of addressing and 
overcoming these challenges. A part of the Next 
Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) Project and an 
outgrowth of the Generation IV advanced reactor 
initiative, this effort seeks to develop technologies 
that enable so-called very high temperature reactors 
(VHTRs) to achieve and sustain outlet temperatures 
beyond that achieved with the first generation of 
gas-cooled reactors. The significant technical 
challenges associated with long term operation at 
temperatures above 750°C are summarized in this 
paper. The challenges are based on pre-conceptual 
design studies performed as part of the NGNP 
Project. Assessments of each of the key 
technologies—fuels, graphite, high temperature 
alloys, power conversion (including hydrogen 
production, and analysis methods)—are discussed 
below. 

 
II.  KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

 
II. A  High Temperature Structural Materials 

 
One of the key technical challenges to 

successfully commercializing HTGRs is finding the 
right materials that can withstand the high coolant 
temperatures for extended operation (decades).  
Available light water reactor steels, for example, can 
be used for the pressure vessel or core barrel if these 
components are actively cooled.   Not surprisingly 
then, the major hurdle to raising the ROT  even 

further is in the development and qualification of the 
alloys or ceramic materials that are needed to make 
the vessels, control rod guide tubes, heat exchangers 
and/or turbine blades, and other components that are 
directly exposed to the elevated temperatures of the 
VHTR for the lifetime required of each component. 
Increasing the NGNP ROT from 750 to 950°C 
primarily affects materials in the heat exchanger or 
steam generator. 

Regardless of the outlet temperature, the pressure 
vessel can be cooled during normal operation to less 
than 370°C, the temperature to which LWR pressure 
vessel steel (SA508/533) is qualified for extended 
operation. For the lowest outlet temperatures the 
inlet gas may be of a sufficiently low temperature 
that active cooling of the vessel may not be 
necessary. The engineering challenge to cool the 
vessel is greater with the higher ROT and the use of 
engineered cooling methods can impact the 
efficiency of the plant. As a result of these potential 
issues, vanadium modified 9%Cr-1%Mo (aka Grade 
91) steel has been suggested as a pressure vessel 
material for 950°C outlet temperature reactors. This 
steel could allow vessel temperatures of up to about 
425°C. Grade 91 is a quenched and tempered 
martensitic steel that requires precise control of the 
microstructure to obtain optimum properties. 
Significant challenges are encountered in controlling 
the microstructure in the heavy sections required for 
a VHTR vessel and performing proper post-weld 
heat treatment. 

Heat exchanger or steam generator materials 
requirements fall generally into three categories: 
acceptability within codes and standards, mechanical 
properties, and environmental resistance. Alloy 
800H is qualified by the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code for use up to 761°C for up to 
300,000 hours in nuclear applications. This material 
has been used in previous high temperature helium 
cooled reactors and has demonstrated adequate 
performance in the 750°C range. The code case for 
Alloy 800H could be extended for somewhat higher 



 
 
 
 

temperatures (850°C), while additional materials 
with better creep (slow deformation under stress) 
properties will need to be qualified for nuclear 
applications. Work is currently underway within the 
NGNP Project to extend the code case for Alloy 
800H to 850°C and 600,000 hours. Above about 
850°C, the superior creep resistance of Alloy 617 
has made it the preferred candidate material for very 
high temperature applications. Work is ongoing to 
establish sufficient understanding of the mechanical 
properties of this material to qualify it for nuclear 
applications in the ASME Code. 

Although the mechanisms of interaction are 
similar in the range 750 to 900°C, the potential for 
environmental degradation generally increases with 
increasing ROT. Experimental characterization of 
the degradation of Alloy 800H is currently underway 
in both steam and helium environments 
characteristic of the NGNP. Behavior of Alloy 617 in 
the helium environment typical of VHTRs is being 
characterized as is the influence of helium chemistry 
on the mechanical behavior of this alloy at the 
highest potential outlet temperatures. The upper use 
temperature for this family of alloys is controlled by 
the stability of the protective Cr2O3 scale. The 
practical limit is near 950°C, depending on the 
oxygen partial pressure in the primary helium 
coolant. 

In the lower temperature range there is the 
potential for environmentally assisted crack growth 
in the steam environment or by stress assisted grain 
boundary oxidation on the primary coolant side. At 
higher temperatures, the materials are so ductile that 
crack growth is not anticipated to be a potential 
failure mechanism. Above about 850°C, creep-
fatigue interaction is anticipated to be the primary 
failure mechanism. Comments received on a draft 

code case for Alloy 617, submitted to ASME but 
never approved, indicated that a more complete 
understanding of creep-fatigue behavior of base 
metal and weldments is necessary before acceptance 
into the code. There is an extensive effort within the 
NGNP Program to characterize and properly model 
the creep fatigue behavior of Alloy 617 and 
weldments of this material in air and in helium with 
controlled impurity levels. 

 

II. B Graphite and Carbon Composites 
 
Graphite comprises the bulk of the reactor core 

mass. It contains the fuel and comprises the majority 
of the core volume. Graphite has been used 
effectively as a structural and moderator material in 
both research and commercial high temperature gas-
cooled reactors. This development has resulted in 
graphite being established as a viable structural 
material for HTGRs. While the general 
characteristics necessary for producing nuclear grade 
graphite are understood, historical “nuclear” grades 
no longer exist. New grades must be fabricated, 
characterized and irradiated to demonstrate that 
current grades of graphite exhibit acceptable non-
irradiated and irradiated properties upon which the 
thermo-mechanical design of the structural graphite 
in HTGR is based. The resultant data needs include 
irradiated and non-irradiated characterization of 
material properties.  The NGNP project supports an 
extensive graphite characterization and irradiation 
campaign (the AGC series of tests - see Figure 2) 
that will ensure that the properties of the new grades 
of graphite are well understood and will perform 
satisfactorily under anticipated operating conditions.  

 

 
Figure 2:  Dose and Temperature Ranges for AGC and High Temperature Vessel (HTV) Experiments   
 
 



 
 
 
 

Figure 3:  TRISO-coated particles are formed into 
spheres for a pebble bed HTR and compacts for a 

prismatic HTR. (US Department of Energy) 

 

Given the predominance of this material, any 
effect of the higher operating temperature will need 
to be understood. Fortunately, properties of graphite 
are not significantly altered by a temperature change 
of this magnitude. An increase in the ROT (to 
between 750 and 950°C) with a corresponding 
increase in graphite operating temperature will have 
little to no effect on the graphite or composite 
material performance in the core structure. 
Significantly higher operating temperatures could 
somewhat shorten the expected lifetime of the 
highest temperature graphite core components 
because the dimensional change 'turnaround' will 
occur earlier in the lifetime of the block. This would 
result in shorter core change-out cycles but is not 
otherwise expected to affect the performance and 
safe operation of the ceramic and graphite 
components.  A small amount of additional testing 
and data at the higher temperatures may be required 
in support of establishing a design code for using 
graphite components within a nuclear core. The 
ASME design code working group is pursuing a 
probabilistic design approach for graphite 
components that may require more data at the 
highest temperatures to support the design code. As 
part of the NGNP Graphite Development and 
Qualification Program, the Idaho and Oak Ridge 
National Labs are qualifying of a number of graphite 
grades within a temperature-dose envelope that is 
expected to bound the actual temperature-dose 
envelope of a VHTR operating at a ROT of up to 
950°C. 

At the highest anticipated temperature increases, 
ceramic composite materials may become attractive 
for use in control rod sleeve applications. This 

material would have the ability to withstand the very 
high off-normal temperatures that pose some 

problems for the metallic alloys currently being 
proposed for use in this application. These 
composites, however, have yet to be qualified for 
duty in a HTGR environment. 

 
 

II. C   Fuel and Source Term 
 
The keystone of HTR safety and performance, and 
the other key challenge to raising the core 
temperature, is the coated particle fuel.  A coated 
particle with a diameter slightly less than 1 
millimeter is shown in the upper left of Figure 3.  
Such fuels have been extensively studied around the 
world over the past four decades.  Layers of carbon 
and silicon carbide surround the uranium core or 
kernel (the active part of the particle) thus forming 
the so-called tri-isotropic coated particle fuel 
(TRISO). The different coatings (buffer, inner 
pyrolytic carbon, SiC, outer pyrolytic carbon) serve 
as a pressure boundary and can retain fission 
products within the kernel and buffer regions at 
temperatures up to or exceeding 1600oC.    Each 
HTR core would contain billions of these 
multilayered coated particles.  The particles are 
mixed with graphite and then pressed into either 
small cylinders called compacts or tennis-ball-sized 
spheres called pebbles (see Figure 3), depending on 
whether they are to be used in a prismatic or pebble 
bed reactor.   

The TRISO layers make this fuel extremely 
resistant to physical assault from temperature and 
radiation, thus providing robust protection for the 
nuclear material and outstanding retention of the 
radioactive material produced during fission.  The 
silicon carbide layer is extremely hard and will not 
decompose until the temperature exceeds 2000oC.  
Extensive testing in Germany in the 1970s and 
1980s demonstrated that outstanding performance of 
high-quality low-defect TRISO-coated particle fuels 
can be achieved under both normal operation and 
potential but highly improbable accident conditions.  
That performance is now being duplicated and 
extended in tests (AGR) sponsored by the DOE for 
NGNP. 

An increase in the ROT implies an overall 
increase in the average and maximum fuel 
temperatures.  This translates into elevated 
temperatures in the coated particles. Fission product 
(FP) transport rates through the kernel and coatings 
increase exponentially with temperature while FP 
retention in graphite decreases. The increase in 
average temperature will thus accelerate the release 
of FPs born of both heavy metal contamination and 
initially defective particles into the circulating 
activity. The impact of these increases in 
temperature is different between the pebble bed and 
prismatic VHTR concepts. The release is anticipated 
to be greater in a prismatic VHTR than in the pebble 
bed VHTR because, for a given outlet temperature, 
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fuel temperature in a prismatic VHTR is generally 
higher than that of a pebble bed VHTR. 

While the FP release from fuel in modular 
HTGRs is dominated by failed particles, at high 
temperatures the release from intact particles may 
become important, particularly for 110mAg, 137Cs and 
3H, which have high diffusivities in silicon carbide 
(SiC), the principle pressure boundary of the TRISO 
particle. The rates, expressed through diffusion 
coefficients, exhibit Arrhenius behavior and increase 
exponentially with temperature.  

The impact of peak fuel temperature on fuel 
performance and FP release is somewhat more 
difficult to evaluate. Detailed assessments are 
needed to evaluate the impact of increases in peak 
fuel temperature because of the sensitivity of fuel 
performance and release rates to the duration over 
which the fuel stays above a given temperature. Core 
designers work diligently to minimize both the 
quantity of fuel and the time during which it is 
exposed to high temperature to ensure that stringent 
limits on particle failure and FP release in gas-
cooled reactors are not exceeded. As peak fuel 
temperature increases, key considerations in the fuel 
performance assessment include: increased gas 
release from the fuel kernel, increased FP diffusion 
rates in the kernel and the coatings, increased 
potential for interactions between FPs and the SiC 
layer, and greater overall uncertainties given the 
limited database on TRISO fuel performance at 
temperatures above 1250°C. 

The NGNP Fuel Development and Qualification 
Program is qualifying an operating envelope for 
TRISO-coated particle fuel that should bound the 
peak fuel temperature (1250°C) for the higher outlet 
temperatures. The program also includes a series of 
irradiations in the Advanced Test Reactor at the 
Idaho National Laboratory (INL) dedicated to 
margin testing wherein the fuel will be exposed to 
temperatures outside the normal operating envelope 
(>1250°C) to characterize fuel performance at these 
higher temperatures. Similar margin testing for 
accident conditions is anticipated. These data should 
better define the ultimate capability of TRISO-
coated particle fuel and support VHTR core design 
by alloying more accurate assessments of fuel 
performance at the peak fuel temperatures needed to 
support a VHTR with an outlet temperature above 
750°C. 

 
 

II. D   Dust and FP Transport Outside of the Core 
 

Temperature increases may impact safety 
because of increased FP mobility; diffusivity, 
solubility, and chemical reactivity all increase 
exponentially with temperature. Thus, circulating 
activity and FP inventories in solid materials and 
graphite dust are likely to be higher. In addition to 
this potential for increased radioactive release, 

higher temperatures may exacerbate accident 
scenarios involving air ingress or dust release 
because of the increased risk of graphite oxidation 
and dust explosion. Temperature will also affect FP 
speciation and chemisorption on graphite and dust 
surfaces, which are not well characterized in general. 
There is also a potential for increased release under 
normal operating conditions, such as via increased 
tritium diffusion through the intermediate heat 
exchanger (IHX) and into the secondary coolant. 

Following release from the fuel, subsequent 
transport and distribution of FPs will depend on the 
chemical species they form, which in turn depend on 
temperature. Circulating FP concentrations will be 
low enough that species may not even be in 
chemical equilibrium at low temperatures, although 
equilibrium is likely above 700°C [1]. Plateout 
caused by condensation (especially of the less 
volatile 110mAg) may lead to a different primary loop 
distribution as a result of different temperature 
profiles. FPs will be concentrated in cooler areas. 
FPs will plateout via chemisorption and maximum 
surface concentrations are governed by temperature-
dependent sorption isotherms. While there is 
significant data on FP plateout for VHTR relevant 
materials, these data are generally for temperatures 
lower than those of present interest[2]Error! 
Reference source not found.. In addition to 
sorption on surfaces, very high temperatures may 
drive some FPs into the bulk of the material, making 
them less mobile in an accident scenario, but 
contributing to higher operation and maintenance 
doses and difficulty in decontamination and 
decommissioning.  These problems would be 
exacerbated by the presence of carbonaceous dust as 
is likely the case with pebble bed HTRs[3]. 

Chemical reactions at surfaces (e.g., oxidation 
caused by impurities in the helium coolant) will also 
increase with temperature and alter the way these 
surfaces interact with FPs. For example, it has been 
observed that oxidation of stainless steel may 
increase the sorptivity of cesium by a factor of ~50 
but decrease the sorptivity of iodine[2].   

Tritium (3H), produced as a ternary FP and 
through a variety of neutron interactions with 
structural materials and impurities, has a very high 
mobility and will readily permeate through solids. 
There are concerns that it might diffuse through an 
intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) into the 
secondary system, contributing to higher operations 
and maintenance doses and potentially 
contaminating a hydrogen production plant. 
Experimental and accompanying modeling efforts 
are underway at the INL to determine tritium 
permeability in relevant high temperature materials 
(e.g., Incoloy 800H, Inconel 617, and Haynes 230) 
and to assess the impact of surface oxide layers. In 
addition to providing corrosion resistance[4], such 
oxide layers might serve as a barrier to tritium 
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permeation and help mitigate the above safety 
concerns. 

 
II. E  Design and Analysis Methods 

 
The challenges associated with understanding 

and simulating the neutronic and thermal fluid 
behavior of the HTGR arise mainly from the 
complexity of helium flow phenomena through 
specific core structures or under various normal and 
off-normal conditions. The high ROT that makes 
this reactor suitable for driving a number of 
industrial processes can also impose unacceptable 
thermal stresses on candidate plant materials and 
components.  An understanding of, and ability to 
simulate, the exit flow behavior and its variability is 
essential for economic and safe operation. 
Variability in core coolant flow paths and in the local 
power density also contribute greatly to the 
uncertainty in the temperatures attained in the fuel 
elements.  Early operating experience in the Peach 
Bottom and Fort St. Vrain power plants as well as 
the  Arbeitsgemeinschaft VersuchReaktor (AVR), 
and THTR indicates that flow-induced structural 
failure is not an acute problem at or around 750oC 
but research is underway under NGNP to 
characterize very high temperature (>750oC ) 
coolant flow around core structures, particularly in 
the lower plenum (Figure 4) and after a pipe break in 
which oxygen may enter the vessel through this 
region. 

The core average ROT is a measure of the gas 
temperature in the lower plenum and in the exit hot 
duct from the VHTR. The average exit temperature, 
however, does not by itself fully characterize the exit 
gas stream and its influence on the reactor vessel and 
its associated downstream components. Other 
factors that must be considered in conjunction with 
the average exit temperature are the minimum-to-
maximum (min-to-max) temperature span in the exit 
gas stream and the degree of mixing that is occurring 
under all operational conditions. The min-to-max 
temperature span and degree of mixing must be 
considered as time-dependent variables. 

 

 
Figure 4: Flow streams computed in the lower 

plenum of a typical HTGR block reactor concept. 

 
The degree to which the min-to-max temperature 

span increases with increasing ROT is a design issue 
and a subject of investigation in the NGNP Methods 
program. Calculations have shown that typical in-
core power density variability may contribute to 
min-to-max temperature spans of more than 200°C 
(±100°C about the mean) at the core exit [5].  The 
local power density also has a considerable effect on 
the increase in the local coolant temperature and 
thus the exit temperature.  The current state of the art 
in neutronics methods can predict local power 
densities with uncertainties on the order of ±15% 
[6].   Part of the large uncertainty results from the 
use of traditional light water or fast reactor analysis 
techniques in the legacy HTGR analysis codes.  
These techniques capture neither the heterogeneous 
structure of the fuel nor the spectral coupling 
between the blocks or pebbles with the accuracy 
achieved in light water reactor analyses.  The NGNP 
Methods program is engaged in the development of 
high resolution neutronics methods that will be able 
to predict block power and flux profiles with greater 
accuracy than the historical methods. 

Another contributor to coolant temperature 
uncertainty is bypass flow.  The bypass flow is the 
fraction of the total core flow that passes from the 
upper plenum to the lower plenum through the 
interstitial gaps between blocks.  Higher bypass flow 
means higher fuel temperatures because a smaller 
fraction of the coolant is flowing through the fuel 
blocks.  Higher bypass flow also leads the greater 
exit temperature span and thus certain core and 
lower plenum components will be exposed to 
extremely high temperatures. The fraction of the 
total flow that is bypass flow is difficult to calculate 
because a number of factors influence the flow at 
any time during the life of the reactor. It is known 
that the bypass flow in a prismatic reactor may 
change by a factor of 6 during the lifetime of a 
reactor; the initial bypass flow may be on the order 
of 5% while a reactor late in life may have a bypass 
flow on the order of 30% [7]. A number of factors 
contribute to the uncertainty in bypass flow 
including: 
 
1. The geometry of the gaps and leakage passages 

arising from the design specifications, 
fabrication tolerances, and installation practices. 

2. The alignment of the prismatic blocks with 
respect to one another, which may change as the 
reactor is operated and fluid-structure 
interactions occur. 

3. The local coolant viscosity, a function of local 
temperature, as this strongly influences the 
amount of coolant flowing through the small 
passages.  The coolant temperature itself is a 
function of the local power density. 
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4. The distortion of the prismatic blocks and their 
seals during their lifetime in the core region that 
arises from irradiation and temperature history. 

5. The loading pattern of the blocks, e.g., if a 
refueling cycle is 18 months, when the refueling 
outage occurs, the blocks are shuffled to 
enhance their burnup and remove fuel that has 
reached an optimal exposure. As the block 
dimensional changes are a function of 
irradiation and temperature history, moving the 
blocks around during re-fueling will change the 
bypass flow profile and contribute further to 
uncertainty in the core calculations. 

This situation is not significantly altered by an 
increase in ROT but the magnitude of the variations 
and overall uncertainty in local temperature will 
increase.  Added stresses placed upon the fuel and 
structural materials provide an incentive for 
reducing the uncertainty in power peaking and 
coolant flow calculations.  The NGNP Methods 
program is conducting experiments in coolant flow 
around core structures under normal and reduced 
flow conditions in order to improve and validate 
models used for design and licensing calculations. 

 
Following successful validation of the neutronics 

and thermal fluid models proposed for HTGR 
analysis, a next step is to couple them to neutron 
transport and graphite thermomechanical models 
that can predict the evolution of flow channels inside 
the reactor vessel as a function of space and time 
with appropriate neutronic and thermal feedback. 
This is one application of the high performance 
multiphysics algorithms and codes under 
development by DOE. The NGNP Project has 
started to exploit this new simulation capability with 
the successful testing of a 3-D simulation of the 
PBMR-400 pebble bed reactor using 
PRONGHORN[8]. PRONGHORN is a coupled, 
neutronic-thermal fluid core simulation code based 
on the Mulitphysics Object Oriented Simulation 
Environment (MOOSE) platform [9]. Currently, 
PRONGHORN employs finite element neutron 
diffusion and porous medium thermal fluid physics. 
Under development of NGNP Methods, advanced 
nodal diffusion and computational fluid dynamic 
solvers will replace the current solvers in order to 
investigate bypass flow and core-reflector heat 
transfer phenomena with a greater fidelity than can 
be achieved with existing computer simulations. 

 

 
 
 

II. F  Hydrogen Production 
 

In a complementary R&D effort originally 
conducted under the Nuclear Hydrogen Initiative, 
DOE sponsored research  in hydrogen production 
using high temperature process heat from FY-04 
through FY-09. Beginning in FY-10, efforts have 
focused on high temperature steam electrolysis 
(HTSE) in solid oxide cells as part of the NGNP 
Project. 

Through the use of recuperators in which the 
hydrogen and oxygen product streams heat the 
incoming steam and sweep gas streams, HTSE can 
actually operate with the cell temperatures higher 
than the ROT. This affords greater flexibility in the 
choice of cell and reactor temperatures. 

In recent experiments, the temperature of the cell 
stacks have operated at 800 to 850°C. In 10-cell 
stack tests the optimum temperature is found to be 
about 830°C, but in tests of taller stacks (up to 
60 cells), heat losses to other components and 
inhomogeneities in the gas flows have resulted in a 
20°C variation in temperatures. Operation above 
850°C has been found to accelerate corrosion in the 
ferritic stainless steel of the interconnects. 
Employing a countercurrent heat recuperator has 
enabled the recovery of the heat of the hydrogen and 
air/oxygen product streams so that it can be used to 
heat the incoming steam and air streams. This 
arrangement allowed the use of steam at 350–400°C, 
which was heated to 800°C in the recuperator, and 
the operation of the electrolytic cells at ~830°C. 

Nevertheless, a higher ROT can increase the 
efficiency of hydrogen production processes. Figure 
4 shows a comparison of several flow sheets with 
both electrolytic and thermochemical processes for a 
range of reactor outlet temperatures. In order to 
fairly compare the processes, the efficiency in this 
graph is defined as the higher heating value divided 
by the total thermal output of the reactor, including 
that thermal output needed for the generation of 
electricity. Figure 5 also shows such efficiencies for 
both low-temperature electrolysis (LTE), high-
temperature electrolysis (HTE) and the sulfur-iodine 
thermochemical process (S-I). As indicated, the 
studies were performed by the INL, General 
Atomics, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT). 

 



 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Overall thermal-to-hydrogen efficiencies for LTE, HTE, and the S-I 
process, as a function of reactor outlet temperature. 

 
If the reactor outlet temperature were raised to 

950°C, the electrical generation efficiency would 
increase, as estimated by the orange line showing 
65% of the theoretical (Carnot) efficiency for each 
temperature. The greater generating efficiency 
would primarily benefit the low and high 
temperature electrolysis processes. With a reactor 
outlet temperature of 950°C, the HTSE plant could 
also use 850°C steam without a recuperator and the 
oxygen might be used in gasification processes at 
about 800°C provided that materials or coatings 
capable of handling the hot oxygen stream can be 
developed. The main technical obstacle to 
deployment is the degradation and corrosion of the 
solid oxide cells in the temperature and oxygen-rich 
corrosive operating environment. This challenge 
increases with temperature.  Corrosion mechanisms 
and cell longevity are the focus of research currently 
being led by the INL 

 
II. G Power Conversion and Heat Transfer 

 
The key systems within the heat transport 

components affected by changing the ROT from 750 
to 950°C, are the IHX, steam generator, cross vessel 
piping, high temperature valves, and circulators.  
Selection and qualification of the materials 
comprising these structures are subject to the same 
challenges described in section 2.1 with additional 
focus on joining techniques, especially for nickel-
based alloys. The demonstration approach adopted 
by NGNP is to build on the investigation of basic 
materials properties and demonstrate fabrication and 
inspection techniques, components and subsystems 
in progressively larger scales and increasingly 
relevant conditions [10]. Initially small, single-
effects tests will evolve to larger integral tests at 

relevant temperatures, pressures, flows, and 
chemistry. 

The existence of large exit flow streams 
characterized by large temperature gradients 
(described in Section 2.5) is a potentially serious 
problem for the core support structures but can be 
problematic for downstream components as well.  
Temperature stratification of the exit flow may be 
maintained as the coolant moves into the cross 
vessel (Figure 6).  

 

 
Figure 6: Cross vessel showing hot and cold gas 
flow [10]. 

 
Furthermore, it is not apparent that limiting the 

exit temperature will limit the potentially large 
differences in flow stream. Such problems are noted 
in the gas turbine field where it is considered 
important to minimize the temperature variations 
and fluctuations of the gas leaving the combustor 
and entering the turbine. The gas turbine industry 
uses pattern factors to study such variations and 
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ensure important temperature variation/fluctuation 
limits are not violated. A pattern factor (PF) is 
defined as 

 

Maximum Average

Average

T T
PF

T
�

�
  

 
which is used for the entire flow stream and as a 
discriminator of regions of high temperature, with 
respect to the bulk flow temperature, over a selected 
flow cross section. Unacceptably high pattern factors 
and regions of skewed temperature profiles require 
design or operational changes to minimize the 
thermal stresses experienced by the downstream 
power conversion equipment—whether a turbine or 
heat exchanger. R&D is planned under the NGNP 
project to correlate hot duct PF profiles for selected 
VHTR design as a solution to ensure unacceptably 
large thermal gradients are not imposed on the 
equipment downstream of the reactor lower plenum. 
An expected outcome of such R&D will be a PF 
operational limit. 

Qualification of the cross vessel, turbine blades, 
or IHX materials for application in HTGRs to 
withstand the high temperatures in stratified exit 
flow requires the testing of a range of candidate 
materials under controlled temperature and 
environmental conditions as described in section 2.1.  
If a steam (Rankine) cycle is used to convert the 
thermal power to electricity, the NGNP Project can 
rely on the extensive supply of steam generators that 
have been qualified for such duty.  Hydrogen 
production and other process heat applications will 
require the use of an intermediate heat exchanger 
(IHX) to convert the thermal energy of the primary 
loop coolant into a more compatible form.  Selection 
of the IHX design and material then becomes a key 
technical linchpin for successful deployment.  The 
High Temperature Alloy qualification program 
described in section 2.1, combined with a suitable 
component test facility, will be needed to address 
this challenge. 
 
 

II. H Instrumentation and Controls 
 

Instrumentation for monitoring of core flux and 
temperature profiles has always been a challenge for 
nuclear power plants, and HTGRs in particular.  The 
extreme radiation and temperature conditions 

quickly erode the quality of the signals and the 
sensors themselves.  Instead, flux and temperature 
profiles in the core are inferred from ex-core 
detectors placed outside the core and in the coolant 
piping.  By monitoring mass flux through the 
primary and the difference in temperature between 
the inlet and outlet plena, core power can be 
computed with acceptable accuracy.  Flux profiles 
can be measured during low power physics testing 
with incore instrumentation that can withstand the 
relatively low temperatures and limited exposure.  
These can be used to validate the core physics 
calculations of flux.  At full power operation, the 
combination of computed flux profiles and ex-core 
instrumentation can be used to re-construct core 
conditions with some degree of confidence. 

The NGNP Project has defined functional 
requirements of HTGR instrumentation and control 
systems.  R & D are underway to fill the gaps 
between current sensor technology and what is 
required of NGNP systems.  The challenge is 
compounded when raising the coolant outlet 
temperature to the 750o C to 950oC range, as this 
presents even greater thermal stresses on 
thermocouples and other types of sensor materials.  
There are currently university research projects 
supported by DOE that are exploring the use of fiber 
optic sensor networks that may be inserted into the 
core during power operation.  A planned cooperative 
R&D effort between NGNP and the Japanese 
Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) might result in the 
use of the High Temperature Test Reactor for testing 
of these materials and sensors under prototypical 
conditions. 

 
 

III.   Technical Readiness Levels 
 
 A technology may look promising but a 

demonstration under the anticipated operating 
conditions is required to assess commercial viability. 
In the NGNP Project, Technology Development 
Road Maps provide such a framework and structure 
in order to systematically perform decision analysis, 
reduce risk, and mature technologies in a cost 
effective and timely manner. Abbreviated definitions 
of Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) are shown 
in Figure 7. Table 1 lists TRLs at outlet temperatures 
of 750 and 950°C as currently assessed by the 
NGNP project.  
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Figure 7: Technology readiness levels. 

 
 

 

Heat Transport Components 
ROT 

(750°C) 
ROT 

(950°C)
Intermediate Heat 
Exchanger 

3 3 

Steam Generator 4 4 
Cross Vessel Piping 4 4 
Flapper Valve 6 5 
Isolation Valve 4 3 
Relief Valve 4 3 
Circulator 5 4 

Table 1: TRL for the Heat Transport Comparison 
between 750 and 950°C. 

 
 

IV.    Summary 
 

The technology of HTGRs has been 
demonstrated for providing a sustained exit 
temperature of around 750oC for electricity 
production and process heat applications. The state 
of the technology in the area of fuel, alloys, graphite, 
design and analysis methods, hydrogen production, 
power conversion, and instrumentation is 
summarized within this paper.  In anticipation of 
widespread HTR deployment and economic 
pressures to pursue a wider variety of industrial 
applications, it is desirable to increase the outlet 
temperature beyond this level, perhaps in excess of 
1000oC.  The higher temperatures present a variety 
of challenges for the materials, components, 
radiological release, and safety and performance 

analysis.  Research and development sponsored by 
the Department of Energy’s Next Generation 
Nuclear Plant project is focused upon addressing 
these challenges through fuel and material 
characterization and irradiation, the validation and 
use of high fidelity simulation tools, and careful 
evaluation of components.  
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